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Merritt's NeurologyLippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2005

	
		The thoroughly updated Eleventh Edition of this classic retains the organization, practicality, and readability that makes Merritt's Neurology one of the most popular texts among neurologists, primary care physicians, and residents reviewing for psychiatry or neurology boards. In 171 short chapters, the book provides the...
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Paleogenomics: Genome-Scale Analysis of Ancient DNA (Population Genomics)Springer, 2019

	
		Advances in genome-scale DNA sequencing technologies have revolutionized genetic research on ancient organisms, extinct species, and past environments. When it is recoverable after hundreds or thousands of years of unintended preservation, “ancient DNA” (or aDNA) is often highly degraded, necessitating specialized handling...
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Generative ArtManning Publications, 2011


	As a young man, this career shift wasn’t entirely motivated by a need to restore the right-left

	hemisphere balance to my young brain; it may also have had something to do with the worry

	that knowing a lot about Alan Turing and C++ was probably not the best way to get a girlfriend.





	My studies of early 1990s ideas...
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Handbook of Toxicogenomics: A Strategic View of Current Research and ApplicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005

	Toxicogenomics is a new, dynamic and very promising field that can help optimize toxicity analyses and streamline research into active substances. It is of interest not only for basic research and development, but also from a legal and ethical perspective. Here, experts from all the fields mentioned will find solid information provided by an...
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Good to Great: Why Some Companies Make the Leap... and Others Don'tHarper Perennial, 2001

	The Challenge:

	Built to Last, the defining management study of the nineties, showed how great companies triumph over time and how long-term sustained performance can be engineered into the DNA of an enterprise from the verybeginning.


	But what about the company that is not born with great DNA? How can good...
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Molecular ComputingMIT Press, 2003
This text covers abstract principles of molecular computing and the building of actual systems. Topics include the use of proteins and other molecules for information processing, molecular recognition, computation in nonlinear media, and more.

The next great change in computer science and information technology will come from mimicking...
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Dictionary of DNA and Genome TechnologyJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	DNA technology is evolving rapidly, with new methods and a fast-growing vocabulary. This unique dictionary offers current, detailed and accessible information on DNA technology to lecturers, researchers and students throughout the biomedical and related sciences.


	The third edition is a major update, with over 3000 references from...
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Developing User Interfaces for Microsoft WindowsMicrosoft Press, 1999
Good user interfaces matter. In fact, they matter a great deal to the success of a program. While a program’s design and technology affects its overall capability and performance, as far as the user is concerned, the user interface is the program. If the user interface isn’t good, the program isn’t good. Don’t expect...
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The Selfish Meme : A Critical ReassessmentCambridge University Press, 2004
'Distin's discussion is even-handed and informative for those wishing to update themselves on the current state of play in the field.' Scientific and Medical Network Review
'A model of clarity, the book's appeal is wide - from philosophers to sociologists, anyone interested in how cultures change will benefit from reading The Selfish Meme. Her...
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Professional Visual Basic 6 Web ProgrammingWrox Press, 1999
Visual Basic 6 is ready to take on the Internet with a variety of options for Web development, both on the server and client side. That's the argument of Professional VB6 Web Programming, a wide-ranging tour of the strengths of VB for Internet development on the Microsoft DNA platform. This book provides essential information for...
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Constraint Processing (The Morgan Kaufmann Series in Artificial Intelligence)Morgan and Claypool Publishers, 2003

	A constraint is a restriction on a space of possibilities; it is a piece of knowledge that
	narrows the scope of this space. Because constraints arise naturally in most areas of
	human endeavor, they are the most general means for formulating regularities that
	govern our computational, physical, biological, and social worlds. Some...
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DNA Repair in Cancer Therapy (Cancer Drug Discovery and Development)Humana Press, 2004


	The field of DNA repair has been the subject of increasing interest at both the

	genetic and biochemical levels, leading to impressive progress in this area. DNA

	repair and its associated regulatory mechanisms lie at the heart of almost every

	fundamental aspect of cell biology, including transcription, cell cycle, apoptosis,

	and...
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